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Clinical audiometry has long focusedondetermining the detection thresholds for pure tones,whichdependon intact cochlearmechanics
andhair cell function.Yetmany listenerswithnormalhearing thresholds complainof communicationdifficulties, and the causes for such
problems are not well understood. Here, we explore whether normal-hearing listeners exhibit such suprathreshold deficits, affecting the
fidelity with which subcortical areas encode the temporal structure of clearly audible sound. Using an array of measures, we evaluated a
cohort of young adults with thresholds in the normal range to assess both cochlearmechanical function and temporal coding of suprath-
reshold sounds. Listeners differed widely in both electrophysiological and behavioral measures of temporal coding fidelity. These
measures correlated significantly with each other. Conversely, these differences were unrelated to the modest variation in otoacoustic
emissions, cochlear tuning, or the residual differences in hearing threshold present in our cohort. Electroencephalography revealed that
listeners with poor subcortical encoding had poor cortical sensitivity to changes in interaural time differences, which are critical for
localizing sound sources and analyzing complex scenes. These listeners also performed poorly when asked to direct selective attention to
oneof twocompeting speech streams, a task thatmimics the challengesofmanyeveryday listening environments. Togetherwithprevious
animal and computationalmodels, our results suggest that hiddenhearingdeficits, likely originating at the level of the cochlear nerve, are
part of “normal hearing.”
Key words: central auditory processing disorders; cochlear neuropathy; envelope-following response; frequency-following response;
hidden hearing loss; temporal coding
Introduction
Clinical practice characterizes hearing loss through pure-tone
thresholdaudiometry.However, anumberofnormal-hearing (NH)
listeners complain of difficulty communicating, especially when
there are competing sounds, noise, and room reverberation. When
such listeners seek clinical treatment, they are labeled as suffering
from obscure auditory dysfunction (Saunders and Haggard, 1992),
King–Kopetzky syndrome (Zhao and Stephens, 1996), or, more
generally, (central) auditory processing disorders (Chermak and
Musiek, 1997). The nonspecific nature of these labels underscores
how little we understand about the underlyingmechanisms.
As many as 5–15% of adult patients seeking audiological help
turn out to have normal thresholds (Cooper and Gates, 1991;
Kumar et al., 2007; Hind et al., 2011). Importantly, the problem
may be even more common than such figures suggest; for in-
stance, some NH listeners, particularly older participants, per-
form poorly on behavioral tasks that rely on precise temporal
cues in suprathreshold sound (Strelcyk andDau, 2009; Grose and
Mamo, 2010; Ruggles et al., 2012). Auditory temporal perception
degrades with age, independently of hearing loss and throughout
adulthood (Snell and Frisina, 2000; Snell et al., 2002; Fitzgibbons
and Gordon-Salant, 2010; Ruggles et al., 2012). Many listeners
who can communicate effectively in quiet settings are nonethe-
less frustrated in complex environments such as cocktail parties,
noisy restaurants, and busy streets (Dubno, 1984; Gatehouse and
Noble, 2004). These findings suggest that a significant portion of
listeners with normal or near-normal hearing thresholds exhibit
temporal processing deficits.
Previous animal work revealed that noise exposure causing
temporary threshold shifts, previously thought to be innocuous,
can produce a loss of as many as 50% of the synapses and
cochlear-nerve terminals innervating the inner hair cells, de-
scribed herein as cochlear neuropathy (Kujawa and Liberman,
2009; Lin et al., 2011b). Aging also appears to reduce the effective
auditory nerve fiber (ANF) population, initially through a loss of
synapses with a subsequent degeneration of cell bodies (Makary
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et al., 2011; Sergeyenko et al., 2013). Furthermore, significant
levels of deafferentation do not appear to affect detection thresh-
olds (Schuknecht and Woellner, 1955; Lobarinas et al., 2013);
however, in the healthy auditory system, convergence of nerve
fibers is important for precise coding of both temporal fine-
structure and envelope cues in suprathreshold sounds (Joris et al.,
1994; Lopez-Poveda and Barrios, 2013). Given the importance of
temporal information for speech perception (Zeng et al., 2005),
source localization (Blauert, 1997), grouping of acoustic ele-
ments into perceptual objects (Darwin, 1997; Shamma et al.,
2011), and release from masking (Moore, 2008; Christiansen et
al., 2013), degraded temporal coding is likely to interfere with
suprathreshold perceptual ability—a form of “hidden hearing
loss” (Bharadwaj et al., 2014; Plack et al., 2014).
Using a combination of electrophysiological, otoacoustic, and
perceptual measures, the current study exploits individual differ-
ences in a cohort of NH listeners to characterize the relationships
between peripheral function, neural temporal coding, and su-
prathreshold hearing performance with complex stimuli. We
find that suprathreshold temporal coding fidelity varies in listen-
ers with no known hearing complaints in a pattern consistent
with cochlear neuropathy.
Materials andMethods
A primary goal of the study was to determine whether the pattern of
individual differences in suprathreshold temporal coding in a cohort of
young NH adult listeners is consistent with cochlear neuropathy. We
explicitly evaluated peripheral cochlear mechanics and hair cell function
to disambiguate where differences arise. Because noise-induced tempo-
rary and permanent threshold shifts often present as notches around 4
kHz (Pierson et al., 1994; Yost, 2007), our stimuli and testing focused on
this frequency region.
Methods and measures were designed to imitate the challenges facing
listeners in everyday, noisy environments in controlled laboratory set-
tings. In contrast to listening to a single speech source in quiet (which is
sparse in both time and frequency), acoustic scenes withmultiple talkers,
noise, and room reverberation typically have the following:
(1) High overall sound levels. A larger percentage of the overall pop-
ulationofANFswill respond, includinghigh-threshold, low–sponta-
neous rate (SR) fibers that would contribute less at low sound
intensities.
(2) A relatively dense pattern of cochlear excitation along the tono-
topic axis. “Off-frequency” ANF channels, remote from the dom-
inant stimulus-evoked excitation locations, cannot encode target
information. This is in contrast to listening in quiet where off-
frequency high-SR fibers would respond to target modulations
(Fig. 1).
(3) Relatively weak signal modulation. In addition to directly mask-
ing the target modulations, energy from competing sources will
tend to fill in temporal dips in signal energy, requiring robust
encoding of small modulations of high-intensity sounds for target
information to be discernible (Fig. 1).
These observations suggest that at the level of the auditory nerve,
degradations in temporal coding fidelity may be evident when listening
in noisy real-world conditions even though they may not impair percep-
tion in conditions like those often tested in the laboratory. We therefore
employed high sound levels, off-frequency maskers, and stimuli with
shallow modulation depths in our battery of measures (Table 1). Given
that neuropathy from both noise exposure and aging preferentially
(though by no means exclusively) impacts low-SR fibers (Fig. 2), we
hypothesized that such stimuli would increase the likelihood of exposing
suprathreshold temporal coding deficits resulting from neuropathy
(Bharadwaj et al., 2014).Wemeasured peripheral/cochlear processing of
sounds using distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs; John-
son et al., 2006), psychophysical tuning curves (Oxenham and Shera
2003), and audiometric detection thresholds. We measured early neural
coding of temporal information using subcortical envelope-following
responses (EFRs) (Bharadwaj and Shinn-Cunningham, 2014; Bharadwaj
et al., 2014). We then compared these measures to perceptual estimates
of temporal sensitivity, to electroencephalography (EEG)-based mea-
sures of cortical representation of acoustic spatial features (Salminen et
al., 2010), and to selective attention performance in a complex speech-
on-speech masking task. Finally, we compared perceptual measures of
temporal sensitivity to self-reported noise-exposure history.
All measures were obtained with the participants seated in an acousti-
cally and electrically shielded booth (single-walled Eckel C-14 booth).
For passivemeasures (DPOAEs and EFRs), participants watched a silent,
captionedmovie of their choice, ignoring the acoustic stimuli. A personal
desktop computer controlled all aspects of the experiment, including
triggering sound delivery and storing data. Special-purpose sound-
control hardware (System 3 real-time signal processing systems, includ-
ing analog-to-digital conversion and amplification; Tucker Davis
Technologies) presented sound through insert phones (ER-1; Etymotic;
for all measures except otoacoustic emissions, which used ER-10c) cou-
pled to foam ear tips. All sounds were digitized at a sampling rate of
48,828 Hz. For all active behavioral experiments, subjects responded by
button presses. Feedback was presented after each trial.
Participants
Twenty six (13 female) subjects, aged 21–39 years, were recruited from
the Boston University community. All subjects had pure-tone hearing
thresholds better than 15 dB hearing level in both ears at octave frequen-
cies between 250 Hz and 8 kHz and rated their own hearing as normal
and similar to others in their age group. In addition, two subjects (aged
27 and 29) with a “notch”-type hearing loss at 4 kHz were recruited to
evaluate the sensitivity of the measures used to characterize cochlear
mechanical function. Subjects provided informed consent in accordance
with protocols established at BostonUniversity. Although the goal was to
obtain each of the measures (Table 1) on every subject, subject availabil-
ity precluded some subjects from completing some measures (see Fig. 4,
Fig. 6).
Correlates of cochlear mechanical function
Psychophysical tuning curves. An important aspect of healthy basilar
membrane processing is good frequency selectivity. Psychophysical tun-
ing curves weremeasured for a fixed, low-intensity probe tone (sensation
level (SL) of 10 dB) using the notched-noisemethod (Patterson, 1976) in
a forward-masking paradigm (Oxenham and Shera, 2003). Stimulus pa-
rameters and testing procedures were identical to those used by Oxen-
ham and Shera (2003). Filter equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERBs)
were estimated by fitting a roex(p,w,t) function (see Oxenham and
Shera, 2003).
DPOAE input–output curves. To obtain an objective correlate of co-
chlear mechanical nonlinearity, DPOAE growth functions were mea-
sured as a function of level of the f2 primary tone (f2  4 kHz). The
frequency and level of the f1 tone were varied according to the formula
provided by Johnson et al. (2006) tomaximize the level of theDPOAE for
each level of the f2 tone. TheDPOAE level was estimated at the distortion
frequency of 2f1–f2.
Behavioral measures of temporal coding
Amplitude modulation (AM) detection thresholds were obtained using
broadband noise stimuli (Viemeister, 1979). The target was a 500 Hz
band of noise centered at 4 kHz and modulated at 19 Hz. Unmodulated
bands of noise above (up to 10 kHz) and below (down to 20Hz) served as
maskers to reduce off-frequency cues. The target to notched-noise ratio
was 10 dB, and the overall level was 80 dB SPL [broadband root mean
square (RMS)]. Reference signals were statistically identical but without
any amplitude modulation. The stimuli were presented diotically in a
two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm (i.e., one interval with the ref-
erence signal and another with the target signal) for differentmodulation
depths sampled randomly between 0 and 100%. By using noise stimuli,
spectral cues for AM detection were eliminated. Threshold depths for
detection were determined using a Bayesian approach, fitting the param-
eters of a sigmoidal psychometric function to the responses from 1500
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trials and calculating the posterior mean threshold using a Monte Carlo
Markov chain (MCMC) sampling procedure from the posterior density
(Kuss et al., 2005). As in Kuss et al. (2005), a normal and a log-normal
prior were used for the location (threshold) and the slope parameters,
respectively. The chance level was fixed at 50%, and a priorwas used for
the lapse rate parameter.
To obtain a binauralmeasure of temporal coding, we used an envelope
interaural time difference (ITD) discrimination task. A half-wave recti-
fied sinusoid at 40 Hz was used to modulate a 4 kHz carrier (called a
“transposed” tone; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 2002). The envelope rate of
40Hzwas chosen because we acquired EEGdata simultaneously with the
task; this rate is known to elicit strong cortical source auditory steady-
state responses (ASSRs) in EEG (Picton et al., 2003). The carrier phase
was identical in the two ears; the ITD was applied only to the 40 Hz
envelope. The envelope was ramped slowly (simultaneously in the two
ears) over a 100 ms time window to minimize the use of onset cues. The
stimulus level was set at 75 dB SPL. Off-frequency notched-noise (notch
width of 800 Hz) maskers, realized independently in each trial and un-
correlated across the two ears, were presented at a signal-to-noise ratio
Table 1. A summary of the list of measures used to characterize suprathreshold
auditory perception and the corresponding stimulus used
Measure Stimulus
Audiograms 250 Hz to 8 kHz pure tones
Psychophysical tuning curves 4 kHz tones at 10 dB SL in notched noise
DPOAE growth curves 4 kHz “f2” frequency at 16 levels
Modulation detection Broadband noise with a 500 Hz band around 4 kHz
modulated at 19 Hz (80 dB SPL)
Envelope-ITD discrimination 4 kHz AM tones in notched noise modulated at 40 Hz
(75 dB SPL)
Envelope-following
responses
4 kHz AM tones in notched noise modulated at 100 Hz
at a fixed level (75 dB SPL) and with varying modu-
lation depths (Fig. 5A)
Cortical EEG Sameas for envelope ITDdetection (Fig. 7A)
“Spatial” attention Spoken monotonized digit sequences with varying
ITDs plus additive 1/f noise (interaurally
uncorrelated)
A B
C D
Figure 1. Illustration of the detrimental effects of real-world noise (restaurant chatter) on the representation of a target sound at the level of the auditory nerve (AN). A, Long-term spectrum of
noise recorded from a crowded restaurant showing the typical 1/f magnitude characteristic. B, Representation of a target vowel (pitch, 140 Hz) simulated using a phenomenological model of the
AN (Zilany et al., 2014) in quiet (top) and with additive restaurant chatter (bottom) for a short analysis time window across fibers with different characteristic frequencies (CFs). Although strong
modulations are apparent in both cases, the latter showsmore irregularities. C, Distribution of the SNR across time-frequency “cells” (50ms timewindows for each cochlear channel).Within a given
time-frequency cell, the SNRwas defined as the ratio of the power in themodulation spectrumof the AN response at the target pitch (140Hz) relative to the background. Asmore noise is added, the
AN representation shifts from representing target modulations robustly (20 dB SNR) to representing mostly noise (modulation SNR growing progressively negative). D, Proportion of time-
frequency “cells” dominatedby the target (i.e., havinganSNRof3dB). Although95%of the cells represent the targetmodulations inquiet (dotted line),when thenoise levelmatches the signal
level (solid vertical line), only15% of the “cells” represent the target. Thus, although most time windows and most cochlear channels represent the target in quiet, maskers reduce both the
temporal modulations and the availability of “off-frequency” channels.
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(SNR) of 10 dB (broadband RMS). The off-
frequency masker extended to 20 Hz on the
low-frequency side and 10 kHz on the high-
frequency side and served to attenuate off-
frequency listening cues, including cues from
distortion products. Each trial consisted of a
sequence of two intervals, with the second in-
terval having an envelope ITD of zero. The
stimulus in the first interval had an ITD sam-
pled uniformly from the set {50, 100, 200, 400,
800} s, with the leading ear randomized
across trials. In each trial, the subjects were
asked to indicate whether the sound moved
from “left to center” or “right to center.” As
with the AM threshold measurement, the
threshold was determined by fitting a sigmoi-
dal psychometric function to responses from
1200 trials and estimating the posterior mean
using MCMC sampling. For the small number
of subjects whose thresholds appeared to ex-
ceed 800 s, additional trials were included
with ITDs up to 1200 s.
Electrophysiological measures of
temporal coding
EFRs were measured in response to 400-ms-long bursts of 100 Hz trans-
posed tones with a carrier frequency of 4 kHz at a level of 75 dB SPL and
for varyingmodulation depths (m). EFRs were obtained using a 32 chan-
nel EEG system (Biosemi Active II system) using 1000 presentations of
each stimuluswith half in each polarity. The interstimulus interval varied
uniformly between 550 and 650ms. The EFR power was estimated in the
frequency domain using a complex principal component analysis ap-
proach to combine across channels. This approach combines measure-
ments across multiple channels, optimally adjusting for phase disparities
in the signal across channels; the approach has been shown to improve
the SNR of the extracted EFR significantly (Bharadwaj and Shinn-
Cunningham, 2014). Off-frequency notched-noisemaskers were applied
at an SNR of 20 dB (broadband RMS) with a notch width of 800 Hz to
attenuate off-frequency contributions. The envelope rate and noise level
were fixed based on pilot experiments requiring a large number of trials.
These pilot experiments showed that at low noise intensities, small
changes in noise level had a stronger effect, whereas at moderate noise
levels, decreases in SNR had more modest effects; there was a knee point
at an SNR of 20 dB. The pilot experiments also showed that at an
envelope rate of 100 Hz, robust responses could be acquired and exhib-
ited a group delay of 8 ms, consistent with purely subcortical genera-
tors (Kiren et al., 1994; Herdman et al., 2002; Kuwada et al., 2002). The
off-frequency noise was realized independently in each trial and was
interaurally uncorrelated.
We hypothesize that cochlear neuropathy underlies a portion of indi-
vidual differences in temporal coding fidelity. Modeling the EFR as a
summed response over a population of (model) inferior colliculus cells,
Bharadwaj et al. (2014) suggested that (1) stimuli at high levels and
shallow modulation depths should accentuate the contributions of
low-SR fibers, and that (2) changes in EFR amplitude with modulation
depth would provide an easy-to-interpret, self-normalized measure of
suprathreshold coding fidelity.
EFRs were recorded for six different modulations [m values with 20
log(m) varying from 100%modulation or 0 dB up to20 dB in steps of
4 dB]. A multichannel estimate of the phase-locking value (PLV) was
used to infer whether an EFR peak exceeded the noise floor. The PLV is
convenient for this purpose because the noise floor distribution is inde-
pendent of background noise levels (Zhu et al., 2013; Bharadwaj and
Shinn-Cunningham, 2014). Because half of the subjects did not show a
significant EFR peak at the modulation frequency of 100 Hz for modu-
lation depths of12 dB and lower, only the EFRs in response to stimuli
with the largest modulations were analyzed. As suggested by (Bharadwaj
et al., 2014), the slope of the EFR amplitude with modulation depth was
used to quantify suprathreshold coding fidelity, computed by fitting a
straight line over the three data points corresponding to 20 log(m) 0,
4, and8 dB, respectively.
Cortical EEGwas recorded simultaneously with the envelope-ITD de-
tection task to obtain an electrophysiological correlate of binaural tem-
poral sensitivity and to assess if early neural coding affects the cortical
representation of acoustic features. Adaptation of the cortical onset
response (“N100 response”) to the second of a pair of sound bursts is
ITD specific; the response to the second sound is larger when it differs
in ITD from the first (Salminen et al., 2010).We wondered whether such
ITD-specific adaptation can be found when the ITD is purely in the
envelope, as in our behavioral task (see Fig. 7A). The 40Hz cortical ASSR
was also quantified.
ITD-based selective attention task
To evaluate the contributions of individual differences in cochlear me-
chanical function and suprathreshold temporal coding to differences in
listening performance in a complex task, a “spatial” attention task was
used. Spoken digits recorded in-house in the voice of a female speaker
were monotonized to 184 Hz (close to the natural pitch of the voice). To
simulate some of the constraints imposed by realistic maskers, uncorre-
lated pink noise (1/f spectrum; Fig. 1A) was added to each ear. The signals
were spatialized by imposing simple ITDs. Each trial consisted of two
simultaneous sequences of three spoken digits each, with the streams
differentiated only by their ITDs, which were symmetrical around the
midline (see Fig. 8A). A visual cue presented 2 s before the onset of the
sound streams identified the direction of the target stream (left or right).
The ITDmagnitudes in each trial were drawn uniformly from the set (50,
100, 200, 300, 400s). The target directionwas randomized on each trial.
At the end of each trial, a visual response circle cued the subjects to indicate
the target using a sequence of button presses. The effects of cochlear me-
chanical function and suprathreshold temporal coding fidelity on per-
formance in the attention taskwere determinedusing a generalized linear
regression analysis (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). Subject-specific residuals
were modeled as random effects coming from a normal distribution.
Normal priors were used for each location parameter (model coeffi-
cients), and inverse-Wishart priors were used for variance components
(Hadfield, 2010).
Results
Correlates of peripheral processing
Figure 3A shows the DPOAE growth function for subjects in our
NH cohort (black), as well as for two subjects with hearing loss
(red lines). The standard error of themean over the NH cohort is
also shown for reference. The results are comparable to published
DPOAE input–output curves for NH listeners (Johnson et al.,
Figure2. Effects onpopulationdistribution of cochlear nerve fiberswith lowandhigh spontaneous discharge rates in following
noise exposure (left; Furman et al., 2013) and aging (right; Schmiedt et al., 1996).Whereas the split of low- to high-SR fiber counts
is roughly 50/50 in both control groups (unexposed guinea pigs and young gerbils, respectively), both noise exposure and aging
appear to lead to a selective (but not necessarily exclusive) neuropathy of low-SR ANFs. As argued by Bharadwaj et al. (2014), this
selectivitymay be potentially leveraged to design stimuli that are sensitive to suprathreshold temporal coding deficits arising due
to neuropathy. Note that CF stands for fiber characteristic frequencies.
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2006). The relatively large attenuation in the DPOAE for the two
subjects with hearing loss testifies to the sensitivity of themeasure
to dysfunction in cochlear mechanics. We defined the DPOAE
threshold for each subject as the lowest presented level of the f2
primary tone at which the DPOAE level exceeded 10 dB SPL.
These DPOAE thresholds were then compared with behavioral
audiometric thresholds and with the behavioral measures of su-
prathreshold temporal perception. Although all of the listeners in
our NH cohort have thresholds within the normal range (by
design), there are modest residual differences in the thresholds
across listeners (see horizontal distribution of data in Fig. 3C).
Psychophysical filter widths also were comparable to those ofNH
listeners in the published literature (Oxenham and Shera, 2003),
with a mean ERB of 249 Hz and a standard error of 24 Hz (Fig.
3B). Importantly, the three measures of cochlear amplifier func-
tion correlated with each other (ERBs vs pure-tone thresholds,
r  0.51, p  0.011; DPOAE vs pure-tone thresholds, r  0.42,
p  0.04), suggesting that the variance in these measures across
subjects is not dominated by measurement noise, but rather re-
flects individual differences in cochlear function among the lis-
teners in the NH cohort.
Behavioral correlates of temporal sensitivity
Similar to previous reports of large individual differences in tem-
poral coding inNH listeners (Ruggles et al., 2011), we found large
individual differences in AM thresholds across our NH cohort
(see vertical distribution of data in Fig. 3C). The measured
thresholds are higher than AM thresholds for noise stimuli re-
ported in the literature (Viemeister, 1979); this discrepancy is
likely due to the fact that our narrowband modulation target
signal was presented with unmodulated off-frequency bands of
masking noise at a high spectral level. Crucially, these differences
in AM thresholds appear to be unrelated to the small individual
differences in pure-tone thresholds at 4 kHz (Fig. 3C).
Concomitantly, we also found large individual differences in
binaural measures of temporal coding. As shown in Figure 4,
envelope-ITD sensitivity for a carrier frequency of 4 kHz varies
over a wide range across listeners, from 6 to 19 dB relative to 100
s (i.e., from 200 to 900 s). This range is greater and the
absolute threshold values higher than typical past reports (Bern-
stein and Trahiotis, 2002); however, in contrast to most past
studies, we presented our stimuli alongwith relatively high inten-
sity, interaurally uncorrelated off-frequency noise maskers
(Bernstein and Trahiotis, 2008). Across listeners, neither mea-
A B
C
Figure 3. Objective and behavioral measures of cochlear hair cell function. A, DPOAE input– output curves (f2 4 kHz) for the NH cohort and two subjects with elevated thresholds. DPOAE
thresholds are elevated for subjects with hearing loss, affirming that the measure is sensitive to cochlear mechanical deficits. B, Forward-masking tuning curves at 10 dB SL for the NH cohort. C,
Comparison of audiometric thresholds and modulation thresholds across individuals. There is no significant correlation.
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sure of temporal coding fidelity correlated with audiometric
thresholdmeasurements; however, the twomeasures were signif-
icantly correlated with each other (r 0.78, p 6.8e 6; Fig. 4).
Similarly, psychophysical tuning curve bandwidths (ERBs) did
not correlate with either AM thresholds (r  0.11, p  0.05) or
envelope-ITD thresholds (r  0.21, p  0.05) at the 5% false-
alarm-rate level.
Subcortical neural correlates of temporal coding
To assess temporal coding precision with a physiological measure,
EFR magnitudes were extracted using frequency-domain principal
component analysis (Bharadwaj and Shinn-Cunningham, 2014).
Figure 5B shows the EFRs obtained for the four deepest modula-
tion depths tested. On average, as the modulation depth de-
creases, the EFRmagnitude decreases. Figure 5B also shows traces
for a representative sampling of the individual NH subjects (the
first 10 enrolled in the study, in chronological order). Whereas
some individuals showed a gradual decrease in the EFR magni-
tude as modulation depth decreases, others showed a more pre-
cipitous decrease leading to weak EFR responses at shallow
modulation depths. For each subject, we fit a straight line to the
EFR magnitudes obtained with the three largest modulation
depths (0,4, and8 dB) and considered the slope relating EFR
magnitude to modulation depth. As shown in Figure 5B, slopes
varied from close to 0 dB EFR change per 4 dB of modulation to
12 dB EFR change per 4 dB of modulation. These slopes correlate
significantly with behavioral AM thresholds (Fig. 6A). Subjects
whose EFR magnitude dropped precipitously with a decrease in
input modulation had poorer AM sensitivity (high AM thresh-
olds). For comparison, we also considered the absolute EFRmag-
nitude at a shallow modulation depth (Fig. 6B). These absolute
magnitudes also correlated significantly with behavioral AM
thresholds (e.g., EFR at 4 dB vs AM thresholds, r  0.53, p 
0.008); however, the slope of EFR strength versus stimulus mod-
ulation depth exhibited a stronger correlationwith the perceptual
thresholds (r 0.68, p 2.5e 4). To compare the correlations,
we used the T2 test, which has been shown to perform well when
comparing dependent correlations (Steiger, 1980). Based on this
test, the slope metric was a significantly stronger correlate of AM
thresholds than the EFR at any single modulation depth (p 
0.03). The EFR slope metric also correlated strongly with the
binaural measure of temporal coding (envelope-ITD thresholds,
r 0.54, p 0.006; Fig. 6C). That the EFR slopemetric is a strong
correlate of suprathreshold temporal sensitivity conforms to the
model predictions of simulated low-SR ANF neuropathy (Bhar-
adwaj et al., 2014). These correlations remained strong when
other potential covariates were also included as predictors; specifi-
cally, a multiple regression model for the AM thresholds revealed
thatonly theEFRslopewasa significantpredictor (F(1,18)14.3,p
0.0013), whereas age (F(1,18) 0.007, p 0.95), sex (F(1,18) 0.08,
p 0.77), and audiometric thresholds (F(1,18) 0.5, p 0.49) were
not. Note, however, that our age range was narrow, with the distri-
bution skewed toward the younger side (only three subjects were
older than 30).
Cortical EEG correlates of binaural temporal processing
To explore whether the cortical representation of sound features
is affected by the differences in subcortical coding fidelity, we
acquired EEG data as listeners performed the envelope-ITD de-
tection task (for the timing of the sequence of events constituting
a trial, see Fig. 7A). Both the induced power (Fig. 7B) and the
phase-locking (Fig. 7C) spectra show responses locked to the
onset of the notched noise, which starts 400 ms before the target
modulated tones. The late sustained responses in the induced
power (after 1500 ms) are likely related to the motor preparation
for the button press response. Although the transposed tones do
not induce a change in power compared to baseline, there is a
clear phase-locked onset response in the low frequencies (20
Hz). In addition, both the variable and standard tones elicit AS-
SRs phase locked to the 40 Hz stimulus modulation frequency
(Fig. 7C; onsets at 0 and 0.8 s, respectively).
In general, the MEG/EEG onset response to the second
(“probe”) of a pair of identical stimuli is smaller than to the first
(the “adaptor”), a result typically attributed to adaptation
(Ja¨a¨skela¨inen et al., 2004). When the adaptor differs from the
probe in one or more attributes, the response to the probe is less
adapted/suppressed (Ja¨a¨skela¨inen et al., 2004). We used this fact
to test cortical sensitivity to changes in ITDs. We explored how
the response to a standard probe tone with 0 ITD depended on
the ITD of a preceding variable-ITD adaptor. To quantify the
adaptation of cortical onset responses, we computed the aggre-
gate of the phase-locked EEG response from 0 to 20 Hz. We did
this separately for trials where the envelope ITD in the adaptor
was large (400 and 800 s; greater than the median threshold)
versus when it was small (50, 100, and 200 s; smaller than the
median threshold; see Fig. 7D). We found that when the ITD of
the adaptor was small (i.e., more similar to the probe), the re-
sponse to the subsequent 0-ITD probe was smaller than when the
ITD of the adaptor was large (i.e., more dissimilar to the probe;
paired t test, t  2.8, p  0.01). This difference is a form of
envelope-ITD-specific adaptation similar to what has been re-
ported previously for stimuli with broadband ITDs (Salminen et
al., 2010). For each individual, we computed the “adaptation
ratio” by computing the ratio of the probe onset response when
preceded by a large-ITD adaptor compared to a small-ITD adap-
tor. A weak but statistically significant negative correlation was
found between the envelope-ITD threshold and the adaptation
ratio across individuals (r  0.34, p  0.04). In other words,
Figure 4. Relationship betweenmonaural (modulation thresholds) and binaural (envelope
ITD thresholds)measures of temporal sensitivity. The subject denotedwith the star symbolwas
unavailable for the EFR measures. A considerable portion of the variance in the binaural mea-
sure can be accounted for by differences in the “monaural” measure.
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listeners who have relatively poor sensitivity and large behavioral
thresholds tend to have small onset responses to the standard
tone preceded by a large-ITD tone, as if for them the large-ITD
variable tones are perceptually similar to the 0-ITD standard
tone. These results suggest that subcortical temporal coding fi-
delity varies across NH listeners, affecting both behavior and cor-
tical physiology.
In contrast with the 100 Hz EFR, analysis of the 40 Hz cortical
ASSR revealed that there were considerable across-subject differ-
ences in the background cortical activity around the 40 Hz
region. This may be due to anatomical factors, task-related back-
ground cortical activity, as well as other factors. Thus, we did not
pursue any further analysis of this response.
Relationship between attention task performance and
correlates of cochlear mechanics and suprathreshold
temporal coding
Listeners reported the content of one of two simultaneous
streams of spoken, monotonized digit sequences based on direc-
tion, which was controlled by imposing different ITDs on the
streams (Fig. 8A). Results revealed significant individual differ-
ences, with performance ranging from chance level to ceiling
(Fig. 8B). Errors generally arose because listeners reported the
masker instead of the target, not from lapses in intelligibility or
memory; specifically, 91% of the incorrectly reported digits ap-
peared in the masking stream at the same position in the se-
quence. This suggests that sensory encoding limitations made it
difficult to spatially resolve the target and masker, leading to
attentional selection errors. To evaluate the relative contribu-
tions of peripheral processing and neural temporal coding to
individual differences in the spatial attention task, we entered the
data into a generalized linear regression analysis. Performance
(number of correct responses) was modeled as coming from a
binomial distribution. The latent binomial parameter was mod-
eled through a logit link function using a linear mixed model
(Hadfield, 2010) with ITD, individual EFR slopes, and DPOAE
thresholds as explanatory variables. Inference was performed us-
ing MCMC sampling from the posterior. The coefficient of the
DPOAE termwas not distinguishable from zero, whereas the EFR
term was significant (p 0.0024). The marginal posterior of the
coefficient of the EFR term was unimodal, with a 95% highest-
posterior-density interval (Box andTiao, 2011) spanning5.9 to
0.95% with a mean of3.5%; that is, for every 1 dB/4 dB steep-
ening of the EFR slope, the probability of a correct response
dropped by an average of 3.5%.Not surprisingly, the effect of ITD
was also significant (p 0.004), suggesting, along with the error
patterns, that sensory limitations were a key determinant of per-
formance. Thus, for this particular spatial attention task, individ-
ual differences in temporal coding accounted for much of the
variance in performance.
Noise-exposure history
To get a sense of the relationship between noise exposure and
subcortical temporal coding, we asked our subjects to rate their
own exposure on a closed scale. Exposure history was assessed by
considering the frequency that listeners reported attending con-
certs, loud parties, and sports venues and using earphones. In
addition, subjects indicated whether they recalled ever having
temporary threshold shifts (“losing sensitivity to faint sounds for
a while”) following noise exposure. Subjects were divided into
two groups (“more exposed” and “less exposed”) based on their
responses, with equal weight given to all categories of exposure.
Compared to the less exposed group, the more exposed group
had a significantly steeper EFR slope (t(23)  1.92, p  0.034)
along with higher AM (t(23) 1.97, p 0.03) and envelope-ITD
(t(23) 2.35, p 0.014) thresholds compared to the less exposed
group. These effects remain marginally significant when the false
discovery rate formultiple comparisons is controlled at 5% (Ben-
jamini and Hochberg, 1995). Given the relatively crude charac-
terization of noise-exposure history, correlations between all the
temporal coding measures, and the size of our cohort, this result
should to be interpreted with caution.
Discussion
In the conventional view, hearing loss is associated with cochlear
mechanical anomalies, typically caused by hair cell loss or dam-
age tomechanosensory hair bundles (for a detailed treatment, see
Moore, 2007). In contrast, previous animal studies showed that
moderate noise exposure and early aging can produce synapse/
neuronal losswithout changes to cochlearmechanics andwith no
A B
Figure5. Results of subcortical steady-state responsemeasures.A, Illustration of the stimulus used for EFRmeasures. Theuse of off-frequencynoise attenuates contributions of tonotopic regions
away from 4 kHz. B, Large individual differences are observed in the EFR, particularly at lower modulation depths. Whereas some individuals show strong responses even for shallowmodulations,
others show a rapid decline in the early neural representation of envelopes as the modulation depth decreases.
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hair cell loss—a completely different form of sensorineural hear-
ing loss (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009;Makary et al., 2011; Sergey-
enko et al., 2013).
Here, we investigated whether perceptual differences in the
general population of NH listeners who have no known hearing
deficits are consistent with thismechanism of synaptopathy/neu-
ropathy (Bharadwaj et al., 2014). Our measures were designed to
reveal differences in suprathreshold coding fidelity, using stimuli
with relatively high sound levels, competing maskers, and subtle
temporal features. These choices were important for two reasons:
(1) temporal coding deficits that are not apparent in ordinary
laboratory conditionsmay be exposed under suchmore challeng-
ing regimes (Fig. 1), and (2) low-SR fibers, which are especially
vulnerable to neuropathy (Fig. 2) are likely to contribute more
under such conditions. Specifically, compared to high-SR fibers,
the low-SR ANFs are more resistant to masking (Costalupes,
1985), and exhibit more robust synchrony to both envelope and
fine structure in high-intensity sounds (Johnson, 1980; Joris and
Yin, 1992). To help isolate where differences arise, we evaluated
peripheral transduction, early neural coding, cortical sensitivity
to ITDs, and suprathreshold temporal perception. We found
large variations in perceptual ability on both low-level psychophys-
ical tasks and a high-level selective attention task; across subjects,
these behavioral measures strongly correlated with physiological
measures of suprathreshold temporal coding. Furthermore, we
established that differences in cortical sensitivity of binaural in-
formation inherit some of the differences in the fidelity of early
neural temporal coding. Crucially, independent measures of co-
chlear amplifier function, though correlated with each other,
accounted for very little of the variability in attention task perfor-
mance and were uncorrelated with psychophysical and physio-
logical measures of suprathreshold temporal coding. Together,
Figure 6. Relationship between EFR and behavioral measures of temporal sensitivity. A, AM thresholds versus EFR slope. The rate at which the EFR drops with decreasingmodulation correlates
stronglywith perceptualmodulation sensitivity.B, AM thresholds versus absolute EFRmagnitude at4dBmodulationdepth (the shallowest depth atwhich 90%of the subjects showeda clear EFR
response distinguishable from thenoise floor). Although the absolute EFRmagnitude at a givenmodulation depth correlateswith perceptual ability, the correlation is not as strong as the correlation
between EFR slope and perception. C, Envelope ITD threshold versus EFR slope. Subcortical temporal coding fidelity asmeasured by EFR slope also can explain a considerable amount of the variance
in envelope ITD thresholds. The subject denoted by the triangle symbol inA andBwas unavailable for envelope ITD thresholdmeasurement, and the subject denoted by the square symbol in Cwas
unavailable for modulation threshold measurement.
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Figure 7. Results from cortical EEGmeasures of envelope ITD sensitivity. A, Stimulus sequence. Subjects were asked to indicate if sounds jumped from left to center or right to center.B, Induced
power relative to baseline. C, Intertrial phase locking reveals low-frequency responses to the onset of AM tones in addition to showing a sustained response at themodulation frequency (40 Hz).D,
A closer look at the low-frequency power in onset responses to the two tones (averaged over frequencies below 20 Hz) showing envelope ITD–specific adaptation.
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these results demonstrate that individual differences in NH lis-
teners are in part driven by differences originating very early in
the neural (and not mechanotransduction-related) portions of
the auditory pathway.
Toquantifyphysiological coding strength,we settledon the slope
of theEFRasa functionofmodulationdepth.Whereas absoluteEFR
strength (Fig. 6B) also correlated with behavioral performance, the
EFR slope proved to bemore a sensitive correlate of perceptual abil-
ity. This is likely both because the EFR slope (1) helps normalize
differences in EFRmagnitude due to individual differences in mea-
surement noise, brain tissue geometry, and other phenomena lead-
ing to purely linear transformations of the responses, and (2)
emphasizes coding fidelity of shallow stimulus modulations at high
sound levels, where low-SR ANFs likely contribute significantly to
coding (Bharadwaj et al., 2014). Consistent with the interpretation
that differences are present as early as at the level of the auditory
nerve, the EFR slope correlated with sensitivity to both monaural
and interaural temporal information. Furthermore, the efficacy of
the EFR slope in exposing individual differences is in accordance
with a previous computationalmodel of low-SR neuropathy (Bhar-
adwaj et al., 2014). Of course, unlike in animal models, we cannot
manipulateormeasure cochlearneuropathy inhumansdirectly; our
interpretation is based on indirect evidence. Still, the observed pat-
tern of results is consistent with that mechanism.
We found robust correlations across variousmeasures of tem-
poral coding, but no correlation between measures of cochlear
mechanical function and perceptual abilities. Of course, if a
larger cohort of NH participants were tested, residual differences
in cochlear mechanics could well explain a significant portion of
the individual variability. Regardless, our results raise the possi-
bility that noise-induced neuropathy is a significant contributor
to what has until now been viewed as “normal” variability in
perceptual hearing ability. Indeed, an estimated 17% of the gen-
eral population experience occupational noise at levels sufficient
to produce temporary threshold shifts and have subsequent hear-
ing difficulties that are attributable to this exposure (Tak and
Calvert, 2008; Tak et al., 2009). Recreational noise exposure is
more difficult to quantify; however, estimates suggest that expo-
sures can often exceed 100 dB SPL (Clark, 1991). Previous evi-
dence suggests that even moderate exposures over extended
periods are neuropathic (Maison et al., 2013). Thus, in modern
society, where noise exposure is common, it is plausible that in-
terindividual variability in hearing ability may partly originate
from hidden deficits caused by noise exposure or its interactions
with aging and genetic susceptibility (Davis et al., 2003; Kujawa
and Liberman, 2006). The correlations, albeit weak, between
temporal coding measures and noise-exposure history support
the notion that neuropathy may be present even in normal-
hearing listeners. Recent independent findings relating noise-
exposure to EFRmeasures are consistent with this interpretation
(Plack et al., 2014). Stone and Moore (2014) found that higher
levels of recreational noise exposure in young listeners were as-
sociated with poorer AM detection thresholds, but only at lower
sound levels. The low level effect is consistent with the loss of
high-SR fibers; indeed, an 40% loss of overall synapse count
(Lin et al., 2011a) accompanied by change in population statistics
of high-SR/low-SR counts from 55/45 to 75/25 is consistent
with some high-SR neuropathy being present (Fig. 2). That Stone
and Moore (2014) did not see noise-exposure effects at higher
sound levels may possibly be due to associated increases in abso-
lute thresholds that they found; outer hair cell loss can cause
broadened tuning and loudness recruitment leading to improved
AM detection at higher levels (Moore et al., 1996). Additional
studies are needed to clarify these issues and assess the sensitivity
of behavioral and EFR-based approaches in revealing noise dam-
age when multiple mechanisms are involved simultaneously.
In real-world situations, selective attention performance de-
pends on many nonsensory factors such as language ability,
A B
Figure8. ITD-based attention.A, A schematic illustration of the sequence of events constituting the task. Each trial beganwith the subject visually fixated on the center of the screen. A visual cue
(left or right arrow) appeared 2 s before the onset of the sounds, identifying the direction of the target stream (left or right, based on ITDs). Two simultaneous sequences of digits spoken by the same
speaker and monotonized to the same pitch were then presented. Following the digit sequences, a visual response circle cued the subject to respond and indicate the three digits in the target
sequence using button presses. Finally, feedback was given to the subject as follows: a green circle, indicating that all three digits were identified correctly; a blue circle, indicating that two of the
three digits were identified correctly; or a red cross, indicating that fewer than two response digits matched the correct target sequence. B, Performance as a function of ITD. Large individual
differences are evident. The upper and lower hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles). The upper whisker extends from the hinge to the highest value that
is within 1.5 * IQR of the hinge, where IQR is the inter-quartile range, or distance between the first and third quartiles. The lowerwhisker extends from the hinge to the lowest valuewithin 1.5 * IQR
of the hinge. Data beyond the end of thewhiskers are outliers and plotted as individual points. The drop in performancewith ITD indicates that sensory coding limitations, perhaps related to source
separability, dominate performance.
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memory, etc. (Conway et al., 2001; Surprenant and Watson,
2001; Kidd et al., 2007). However, in this study, we wanted to
determine whether sensory coding fidelity of suprathreshold
sound impacts the ability to communicate in everyday settings.
Accordingly, we designed a spatial attention task where language
and memory demands were low and sensory encoding limita-
tions were the likely bottleneck on performance. Error patterns
confirm that we achieved this goal. The fact that selective atten-
tion performance correlates with suprathreshold coding fidelity
lends credence to the idea that neuropathy influences how well
listeners can communicate in daily life. Although aging and noise
exposure likely contribute to suprathreshold hearing deficits,
inherent variability fromgenetic, epigenetic, and experiential fac-
tors no doubt also influence individual outcomes. Experience-
and training-dependent long-term plasticity effects are known to
affect processing at various stages of the auditory system and can
improve behavioral performance in auditory tasks (Russo et al.,
2005; Polley et al., 2006). Additional studies are needed to assess
the contribution of such long-term plasticity to the differences in
electrophysiological measures (such as the EFR) in the general
NH population and to ascertain the degree to which such plastic-
ity can ameliorate the effects of neuropathy. Individual differ-
ences in the olivocochlear efferent system andmiddle ear reflexes
also must be examined (Backus and Guinan, 2007); however, the
relationship between efferent effects and EFR measures is likely
complicated given that (1) activation of the efferent system may
help protect listeners from noise-induced cochlear neuropathy
(Maison et al., 2013) and (2) low-SR nerve activity may be linked
to the acoustic activation of the efferent system and the stapedius
reflexes (Liberman, 1988; Kobler et al., 1992). Thus, once some
degree of neurodegeneration occurs, it is possible that the effer-
ent system may become less effective, leading to further damage.
Additional studies are needed to understand the undoubtedly
complex relationships between long-term plasticity, efferent
function, middle-ear reflexes, and neuropathy.
We conclude that NH listeners from the general population
vary significantly in how sensitive they are to suprathreshold tem-
poral structure in sound. These differences appear to be unrelated
to cochlear transduction, consistent with the insensitivity of the
audiogram to such differences. Instead, results suggest that these
differences come from the fidelity with which temporal features
are encoded by very early levels of the neural pathway and are
consistent with cochlear neuropathy degrading suprathreshold
hearing ability in some listeners. These deficits may not be evi-
dent in quiet settings, but will affect how well listeners commu-
nicate in common social settings. In the field of hearing science,
there is a growing belief that such hidden hearing loss is a under-
recognized and poorly understood public-health concern. Hid-
den hearing loss has also been hypothesized to underlie tinnitus
in listeners with normal audiograms (Schaette and McAlpine,
2011; Eggermont and Roberts, 2014; Plack et al., 2014). Thus
there is tremendous interest in objective assessment tools for
such deficits. Our results suggest that EFR-based measures are
promising in this respect. Additional experiments are needed to
develop targeted methods for the assessment, detailed character-
ization, and prevention of such hidden hearing loss.
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